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a b s t r a c t 

Lighting systems in offices are becoming an infrastructure to connect people, devices, and systems to each 

other and to the Internet, creating an Internet of Lighting (IoL). This can bring advantages to stakeholders 

involved, and is expected to have a disruptive impact on the value chain. This study investigates the 

impact of IoL on the European office lighting value chain. A qualitative stakeholder study indicates four 

perspectives with corresponding drivers of change: IP to the end node, standardisation, sharing data , and 

light as a service . Potential impacts on value have been formulated for each driver, and are operationalised 

towards stakeholders using the layered value network model. The validity of the model is shown by 

populating it with the European office lighting value chain. The work concludes with insights in the 

impact of IoL on stakeholders, and recommendations about the user of the model for synthesis of new 

stakeholder networks. 

© 2017 The Authors. Published by Elsevier Inc. 

This is an open access article under the CC BY-NC-ND license. 
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. Introduction 

The Internet of Lighting (IoL) is a trend that becomes evident in

ffice lighting. Advancements in the world of smart buildings show

hat the Internet of Things (IoT) paradigm [7] is brought closer to

ffice lighting than ever before, due to a combination of recent

evelopments in (solid-state) lighting: LED technology, advanced

igital lighting controls, and network technology. The lighting sys-

em inside a building becomes an infrastructure to connect peo-

le, devices, and systems to each other and to the Internet. This

rovides opportunities for better lighting, that supports the activ-

ties of users in the building and increases comfort and produc-

ivity, as well as providing new services related to lighting, i.e. for

acility Management (FM), energy consumption, or security. Office

orkers will be able to personalise their lighting environment for

omfort, and remote building management becomes possible, with

mart energy solutions to decrease carbon footprint. 

IoL is an example innovation that illustrates the societal

aradigm shift from an experience economy towards a knowledge

conomy [3] . In the knowledge economy, the connection between

evices allows for the exchange of information and the contextu-
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lisation of services and applications that facilitate individual em-

owerment. Open source tools allow new stakeholders and service

roviders to participate in the new value propositions. New net-

orks of stakeholders propose new value propositions. Stakehold-

rs are no longer just producing and delivering a product, but will

ather provide a service during the usage period of a system. More-

ver, working-in-the-cloud and mobile computing allow people to

ork from anywhere. People no longer work solely in office build-

ngs, which calls for flexible use of office space over time. Open

lan office floors allow workers to occupy and use space flexibly.

his new-way-of-working [9] is changing the way office buildings 

re managed. The workplace of the future will be “far more ag-

le, the presence of technology is ultra predominant and human

eings are highly reliant on it” [21] . This development affects the

ay value is created by the organisations involved. 

As office buildings are changing, the organisations involved

ith the business of office lighting need to reconsider their value

ropositions. IoL can bring many advantages to all stakeholders in-

olved, but then again it will have a disruptive impact on the office

ighting value chain. Office lighting is integrated in the building

alue chain. In this chain, many stakeholders are involved during

he design, development, installation, maintenance, and use of of-

ces and their lighting systems. The stakeholders can be modelled

n a linear value chain [20] , in which the product (office lighting) is

eveloped and produced in industry, a lighting system is designed

y lighting designer, installed by a contractor, configured by a com-

issioner, sold to the building owner and then maintained by the
nder the CC BY-NC-ND license. ( http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/ ) 
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Table 1 

The European office lighting value chain as defined by the OpenAIS consortium. 

Development chain → Component and system design Light design (in building) Installation (hardware) Commissioning (software) 

Generic Customer specific 

Stakeholders Lighting industry, IT industry Light designer, Specifier Installer Commissioner 
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facility manager (see Table 1 ). IoL however, transforms lighting sys-

tems from a product to a service, and the traditional value chain

does no longer suffice. Instead, the business environment should

be approached as a network of stakeholders that deliver value to

the end-users of the lighting system. New stakeholders will be in-

troduced to this network, and as stakeholders deliver flexible ser-

vices, they will stay involved for the entire use period and might

even change role over time accordingly. 

This work presents a study that maps the impact of IoL on

the European office lighting value chain. The goal is to get a bet-

ter understanding of how a stakeholder network is impacted by

IoT – in this case IoL. For this we constructed the layered value

network model, based on existing models from related literature.

Analysis of interviews with stakeholders resulted in perspectives.

The model was populated with the stakeholder network and im-

pact was defined on stakeholder level, according to the perspec-

tives. This method captures the impact on different stakeholders,

and allows to identify opportunities for new value propositions

and new stakeholder networks. A secondary goal is to show that

this method is interesting for other application domains as well,

especially within the scope of smart buildings. 

The research presented in this paper is performed within the

OpenAIS project [15] . The aim of this project is to create an open

standard to include lighting for professional applications in the

IoT, to enable the transition from closed command-oriented light-

ing system architecture to an open and service-oriented system ar-

chitecture. The project delivers a technological innovation but also

aims to at understanding the potential impact on the European of-

fice lighting value chain. 

In the next section, we will discuss relevant related work. It

presents an overview of methods for analysis and synthesis of

stakeholder networks which are used as building blocks for the

layered value network model. Next, in Section 3 , we present how

we approached the research on the office lighting value chain. In

a systematic stakeholder study, relevant developments and future

expectations are identified. This resulted in the formulation of four

perspectives on IoL that are presented in Section 4 . In Section 5 ,

we describe the process of deriving the layered value network

model, where several modifications to existing value models are

proposed, by using the European office lighting value chain as ex-

ample stakeholder network. The section concludes with a proposed

method to define potential impact by approaching the stakeholder

network from the four perspectives. A discussion on the results

and our conclusions are described in the remainder of the paper. 

2. Related work 

Many effort s have been made to understand value chains, in-

novation design, and impact of trends on different levels of our

society. This section presents an overview of related methods and

models that aim to analyse value chain and stakeholder networks. 

One of the most widely applied methods to analyse impact on a

value chain is the Value Chain Analysis method (VCA), introduced

by Porter [20] and further develop in management accounting lit-

erature [11,22,23] . The goal of the VCA method is to break up the

chain of activities between raw materials and the end-user of a

product or system, to “understand costs and sources of differen-

tiation” [23] . However, in literature and practice, this method is
ostly used to increase efficiency from an intra-firm perspective,

ather than rethinking value across the entire value chain [6] . 

While VCA focusses on a value chain, Innovation Design

resents an approach for meaningful innovations on networks of

takeholders within a societal context [17] . This method uses the

alue Framework as a synthesis tool to support the process of cre-

ting shared value for multiple stakeholders [18] . The core idea

f the framework is that meaningful innovations need to create

hared stakeholder value across four societal levels: user, organisa-

ions, ecosystem and society. The user level focusses on experience

nd improving quality of life of end-users. On the organisations

evel, different stakeholders are bringing a value proposition to the

sers. The ecosystem level focusses on value for non-profit organ-

sations, and companies in the same line of business that together

orm a community that sustains innovation, while the society level

ncompasses value for society as a whole and includes stakehold-

rs like financial organisations and governments. The framework

lso provides four perspectives on value: economy, psychology, so-

iology and ecology. These allow for definition of value for stake-

olders at different levels. An innovation is considered meaningful

f it addresses the four levels from all four perspectives. Next to the

ramework, Den Ouden presents the Value Flow model [19] . This is

 tool to ideate and visualize transactions (flows of value) between

takeholders in a network, by means of goods & services, money

 credits, information and intangible value. The innovation design

ethods have not yet been applied to the societal challenges that

ome with innovations like Internet of Light. 

The office lighting value chain is closely related with the of-

ce building value chain. The design and installation of a lighting

ystem is often part of a building design project, as it is installed

y subcontractors during the construction of the building. There-

ore, it is worthwhile to investigate typical building delivery meth-

ds. The Design-bid-build method (DBB) is a traditional method

or project delivery, but it has had much critique in construction

conomics literature [10,14] . The method presents three sequential

hases (design, bid and build phase), which can be used to define

hen, and how long, stakeholders are involved within the differ-

nt phases. As this method focusses on construction, the timeline

tops at the handover of the building to the client, and thus lacks

 description of the phase for the actual use and maintenance of

the lighting system in) a building. 

. Approach 

The OpenAIS consortium put considerable effort into gathering

erspectives from professionals across the European office light-

ng value chain, on office lighting in the future [16] . 28 Inter-

iews were conducted in Austria, Belgium, France, Germany, Italy,

etherlands, Spain, Switzerland and the UK. The interviewees were

pecialized in building management (6), building automation (4),

ighting manufacturing (4), lighting controls (3), real estate (3), IT

3), lighting design (3), lighting installation (1), sustainability (1).

he result is an extensive list of 629 scenarios of qualitative re-

arks about current activities of different stakeholders across the

alue chain and how they expect their business to change in the

uture, given the prospects of IoL. This rich list provides insights

n impact from the individual stakeholders’ point of view. But this

ork needs a broader perspective, including impact across stake-

olders. Therefore, this list was used in a thematic analysis [4] .
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Table 2 

Quotes from the stakeholder interviews clustered in four main themes. 

Main theme #quotes Sub-themes (#quotes) 

IP to the end node 38 Integration (19); (Remote) Access (6); Security (5); Costs (2); Management Information Base (2); Other (4) 

Standardisation 73 Interoperability (19); Open standard (13); New Skills Needed (8); Application Programming Interface (5); Acceptance time (4); 

Component Integration (3); Partnerships (3); Renovation (2); Other (16) 

Data (in the cloud) 42 Energy Saving (8); Occupancy data (7); Diagnostics (5); Security (3); Share Systems (3); Share data between stakeholders (2); 

Sensors (2); Building Management System (2); inform New Install (5); Other (5) 

Light as service 189 Office worker (113) : Applications (21); Personal Control (20); Comfort & Well-being (18); Social Environment (9); Natural Light 

(7); Reducing Costs per m2 (6); Presence Detection (3); Other (28) 

Installation & maintenance (76) : Easy Installation & Commissioning (12); Maintenance (11); Energy saving (11); Handover (9); 

(re)Configuration (7); Compatibility of Components (5); Diagnostics tools (2); Other (19) 

Miscellaneous 39 Failures of Technology (7), Building Information Model (1); Information about activities of stakeholders (31) 
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Fig. 1. The layered value network model, an office goes through four phases (De- 

sign, Bid, Build, Use) and stakeholders add value on four levels (User, Organisation, 

Ecosystem and Society). 
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irst, initial open clustering determined the base structure and de-

ned the selection of scenarios. This was performed by the first

uthor of this paper. Scenarios describing everyday practical prob-

ems were excluded from the clustering activity. Second, the re-

aining scenarios were fitted in the existing themes. 381 Scenar-

os were clustered in four themes describing change or impact.

ecurring patters were defined, resulting in 39 subthemes across

he themes. Finally, these subthemes were reproduced partially in

lenary sessions of the OpenAIS consortium, which sharpened the

hrasing of themes and subthemes. 

Table 2 displays the resulting drivers of change (themes and

ubthemes). IP to the end-note describes impact by the conversion

o an all-IP building systems, including changing integration work-

ows, possibilities for remote access, and potential security issues.

he standardisation theme describes impact of a standard of proto-

ols and components for building networks, including the impact

f interoperability of components, possibilities of an open com-

unication standard, new stakeholders that might be needed and

artnerships that can emerge. The data theme is illustrated by the

mpact of the generation of data in buildings, including potential

nergy savings, the value of data to multiple building systems, and

he impact of data on new installations. The final theme, light as a

ervice , includes impact on the end-users of the system. The sub-

hemes are grouped in impact for the office worker –including the

rowing number of phone applications, personal control, and en-

anced comfort – and impact for installation & maintenance – in-

luding ease of installation, energy saving and reconfiguration of

uilding systems. The miscellaneous theme includes relevant sce-

arios, that were incidental and therefore not fitting any of the

hemes. In a subsequent refinement, the drivers of change derived

rom the clustering activity were defined as perspectives on IoL:

echnology, Economy, Information and End-user perspective. These

erspectives provide a high-level overview that aids the synthesis

f a new value network model to define the impact on stakehold-

rs. These perspectives are further elaborated in section 4. 

We propose a new, layered value network model. Three as-

umptions have been made for the construction of this model: (1)

e expect that a value network will occur, (2) that stakeholders

ill focus on delivering services and thus stay involved during the

ifetime of installations, and (3) that new stakeholders will be in-

roduced to the network. This model is based on related work from

iterature as presented in the previous section: The most important

spects we adopted are the notion of four levels of value (User,

rganisation, Ecosystem, and Society) from the value framework

18] and the notion of value flows between stakeholders from the

alue Flow model [19] . Next to this, we propose to enrich said

odel with a timeline based on the DBB model, with an addi-

ional fourth phase: The Use phase. This phase emphasises the ac-

ual usage of the lighting system after its installation. The timeline

s made circular to illustrate that an office lighting system can be

efurbished, renovated, or upgraded throughout its lifetime. Fig. 1

hows the basic structure of the layered value network model. The
 r  
odel has been formulated in an iterative process, allowing us to

edefine the model while shaping the stakeholder network. The

ayered value network model is described in Section 5 , by a de-

ailed description of populating it with a realistic stakeholder net-

ork for the office lighting sector. Stakeholders are positioned in

he model according to their involvement in time and to the value

hey bring within the network. Input from the OpenAIS consortium

embers’ expertise and the scenarios from the stakeholder inter-

iews were used for this. New stakeholders are added to fill poten-

ial gaps within the network. Section 5 also shows that the model

an be used to identify and describe potential points of impact on

 stakeholder level. The process of defining the layered value net-

ork model is illustrated in Fig. 2 . 

. Perspectives on the Internet of Lighting 

This section presents the four perspectives on impact of IoL

n the European office lighting value chain. For each perspective,

our potential impacts on value have been formulated. These values

re introduced in subsequent subsections, illustrated by examples.

ig. 3 illustrates the four perspectives, including their key drivers

f change (centre of each perspective) and four potential impacts

f IoL on the office lighting value chain. Next to this, it shows a

elation between the perspectives with arrows. The technological
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Fig. 2. A visual overview of the process of the study presented in this paper. 
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innovation of IP to the end node makes standardisation of building

systems possible and allows for sharing data between systems and

stakeholders. In turn, these two drivers allow stakeholders to bring

light as a service to the end-users of the system. The classification,

the high-level overview, and the insights that these potential im-

pacts offer can be operationalised towards stakeholders using the

levelled value network model that will be introduced in the next

section. 

4.1. Technology perspective 

At first, we take a technology perspective, and look at the im-

plications of applying the concept of IP to the end node , which fo-

cusses on integration of IP communication for each end node of

a lighting system (luminaires, control objects, switches, etc.). This

makes it possible for individual lighting nodes as well as (inte-

grated) sensors to communicate directly with each other and with

other IP enabled building systems, without any protocol translation

being required. 
.1.1. Shared IT network for building systems 

The IP to the end node innovation closely integrates the lighting

etwork in the IT network. Traditionally FM is responsible for sys-

ems connected to the Building Management System (BMS). How-

ver, now that systems are starting to integrate with the IT net-

ork, the line between FM and IT is blurring. This means that

ighting stakeholders will have to rely on the IT network and staff,

nd IT stakeholders might have to deal with lighting aspects, not

nly during installation of the lighting system, but especially dur-

ng operation. 

.1.2. Enable indoor IoT innovation 

IP to the end node will act as an enabler for development of

ew services that smart buildings will bring in the future. As light-

ng is everywhere, an IoT-compatible lighting installation could

ell serve as an infrastructural access to the web for self-powered

oT applications, leveraging the innovation and development power

f a worldwide IP community. 

.1.3. Stimulate network security 

Security is essential to allow for safe communication between

nd nodes. In literature, we find multiple studies describing secu-

ity challenges that IP to the end node can bring [1,8] . And secure

ommunication between end nodes in a lighting system is essen-

ial, as the lighting system will be accessed and controlled by dif-

erent devices and people in- and outside the building, with dif-

erent levels of authorisation. One can think of full access for a

ommissioning agent, regrouping luminaires, or an office worker

ccessing control of a single lamp on his desk. Unauthorised con-

rol over the light can be a major concern if the architecture is not

ecured properly. The push of IoL can potentially act as catalyst

or security providers. These stakeholders will play an important

ole in the future lighting value network, and other smart build-

ng value networks. The guarantee for a safe communication pro-

ocol can result in a faster acceptance of connected systems overall,

atalysing indoor IoT innovation even more. 

.1.4. Low-voltage building systems 

Finally, a combination of IP to the end node and Power over

thernet (PoE), can stimulate the adoption of fully integrated low-

oltage, DC powered lighting systems. The adoption of PoE for

ighting can potentially save energy, which is highly dependent on

he number of ports that are used, and the amount and speed of

ata transferred [12] . A centralised building AC-DC power conver-

ion can drive LED lighting more efficiently, reducing power con-

umption and lengthening luminaire life-cycle. Next to this, low-

oltage systems are safer and cheaper to install and maintain than

raditional high-voltage systems. 

.2. Economy perspective 

With this second perspective, we broaden our scope and in-

estigate the economic aspects of standardisation of lighting com-

onents and communication. A standard unified protocol, that is

endor and manufacturer independent, can make luminaires, con-

rols, sensors and drivers interoperable within the one architec-

ure. This allows for a competitive multi-supplier ecosystem, with

horter and more frequent renovation cycles. 

.2.1. Interoperability of components 

An open standard for lighting (communication) is a first essen-

ial step for interoperability of components. This can be valuable to

ighting designers as it allows them to use components of different

anufacturers and vendors in one design. Next to this, contractors

nd building owners no longer have to choose a specific vendor-

ependant lighting control system before installation, which means
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Fig. 3. Four perspectives on impact of IoL, their key drivers and potential impacts. 
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t  
hat they are free to use any component or software from other

endors during the use of the lighting system. Even for mainte-

ance this can be a benefit as it becomes possible to replace a de-

ective luminaire with one from any different brand. 

.2.2. Stimulate competition 

Creating a standard that is widely accepted, can open up the

arket and can be an enabler for competitive stakeholder environ-

ents. Manufacturers can incorporate the standard in their com-

onents, and third-parties can develop new applications and soft-

are to control these components without having to be exclusive

o one specific brand. Small start-ups can have a big impact on the

ighting value network. It might also influence selection criteria.

or instance, during a build a combination of local vendors might

e preferred over multinational vendors. 

.2.3. Allow flexible lighting setups 

A lighting system is a relative big investment for building own-

rs. During the design, building owners try to find a lighting so-
ution that fulfils the need of the building occupants for the up-

oming 15 years. Most of the time, this leads to a vendor specific

olution, which is generally not easy to change, or expand. IoL can

otentially make this more flexible. In this way, building owners

an an initial investment and install a basic system. Later, during

he use of the building, it is possible to make lighting controls

ore advanced, easily add or remove components (luminaires, sen-

ors), and add services by means of purchasing software. In turn,

his can decrease costs and labour for recommissioning the light-

ng system, which might imply that small changes to the system

ill happen more often. In practice this can reduce initial invest-

ent costs during the build, or CAPEX (Capital expenditure), and

llows for smaller investments during operation, or OPEX (operat-

ng expenditure). 

.2.4. Increase market acceptance 

An early involvement of the lighting value network in IT archi-

ectures will act as a catalyst for IoT adoption by consumers, and
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will create a market for related applications, leading to additional

employment in the European lighting and IT industry. This can lead

to faster adoption by building owners, because of multiple vendors

delivering modules, software stacks, devices, etc., all being part of

the open architecture. 

4.3. Information perspective 

With the third perspective, we look at the effect of collecting,

sharing and exploiting data that connected building systems can

facilitate. As more and more devices get connected, more data is

generated, processed and shared. 

4.3.1. Building-wide ecosystem 

The systems in a building are often connected through a BMS.

Conversion of data is needed, which complicates the sharing of

data between systems. Systems that generate data in a unified for-

mat can make this integration easier and might even share and

process data locally. In this way, for example, an HVAC system can

control climate locally by using data from a presence sensor in-

tegrated in luminaires. It is expected that all low-voltage systems

will be integrated in one building-wide ecosystem. This de-siloing

of systems is expected to decrease integration effort and increase

operation efficiency, thus potentially saving operation costs. 

4.3.2. Share data across buildings 

It is expected that data from inside buildings will be shared

with the outside world as well. This enables organisations to

outsource management and operation to remote organisations.

These remote data managers can add value to the network by se-

curely transferring, collecting and storing data. By combining and

analysing data from multiple buildings, high-level information can

be generated that is valuable for other stakeholders as well. For

example, logistics and energy efficiency can be optimised based on

real-time data gathered from other locations. Another example is

the efficient redistribution of power over a smart grid based on

prognoses for energy need per building or per area. 

4.3.3. Catalyse data security and data ownership 

An important aspect of the information perspective is the need

for secure data to facilitate privacy. The data gathered by build-

ing systems can contain privacy sensitive information and should

therefore be shared and stored securely, especially when shared

outside the building (and stored in the cloud). Data handling and

the ownership of (valuable) data, is a societal concern, and it is

likely that both commercial parties as well as regulatory organisa-

tions will be involved. 

4.3.4. Inform new design 

The data generated by buildings can be valuable for different

stakeholders outside the building. A new opportunity arises when

data from lighting systems can be used by manufacturers and

lighting designers. In this way, data generated from currently used

buildings can inform renovation plans for that building, or it can

even inform new building designs. 

4.4. End-user perspective 

With the end-user perspective, we envision how sharing data

and standardisation can facilitate new services that add to the qual-

ity of life and work of building occupants (office employees, facil-

ity managers, maintenance, cleaners, security guards, receptionists,

etc.), as well as installers and commissioning agents. The light as

a service approach brings third-party application developers to the

stakeholder network. New applications and services will be the ve-

hicle to bring the potential value of IoL to the end-users of the

lighting system and building. 
.4.1. Full control for office workers 

Human-centric lighting is about going beyond illumination.

ighting systems will no longer only bring enough light, but will

ring comfort, control and well-being to office workers. The new

ighting system will allow numerous applications that make the

uilding more comfortable and efficient to work in. Office workers

ill be able to create their perfect work environment through new

ser interfaces (applications on their personal devices or dedicated

hysical controllers in the building). Research shows that control

ver one’s environment improves the appraisal of the work envi-

onment [2] . Connected building systems can provide these quali-

ies and will play an important role in attracting people to work in

ffice buildings, rather than at home. 

.4.2. Facilitating building management 

Because office space is expensive, there is a need for more ef-

cient use of space. The sensor network within a lighting system

an collect occupancy data and provide accurate information about

ow space is used over time. This information can aid FM to op-

imally allocate tenants to work space and calculate rent for each

enant. 

Energy usage is accurately measured by each endpoint (and de-

ices connected to it) and collected by the system, allowing for im-

ediate and accurate energy performance reports. Through third-

arty applications FM can exploit this data to the fullest. When

mart Grid signalling is available via the energy provider, or when

he main utility meter has a threshold driven by contract limit, FM

an reduce energy demand easily if needed. 

.4.3. Optimise building facilities 

IoL can also bring benefits for maintenance. It can play an im-

ortant role in calculating mean time between failures (MTBF) of

evices more accurately. This can result in a better understanding

f needed replacement of components, thus decrease downtime.

he ease of installation and (re)configuration reduces downtime of

he system even more. 

IoL can be interesting for a variety of other facility services in

uildings as well. Cleaners can use occupancy information to direct

leaning effort; Receptionist s could create light paths for visitors to

uide them where they need to be; Security can use presence data

o monitor the building outside office hours. 

.4.4. Services for installation 

Finally, applications and services for installation and commis-

ioning will bring value as well. Think for example of apps for re-

onfiguration of the lighting system [13] . This make it easier to in-

tall and can potentially even allow for automatic commissioning.

ext to this, in the future it can make commissioning so easy that

uilding managers can do it in-house when needed. 

. The office lighting levelled value network model 

This section explains the levelled value network model, illus-

rated with the European office lighting value chain as example.

irst, we explain how the office lighting stakeholders network is

onstructed in the model, followed by a description of how the

our perspectives on IoL were used in combination with the lev-

lled value network model to define potential stakeholder impact. 

.1. Constructing the value network 

We used four steps to construct the value network. The steps

ere not taken in a fixed order, but rather used iteratively to de-

ne new stakeholders and value flows in the network. First, we

dentify stakeholders and their roles, then we position them in

he model in two dimensions: the stakeholder role is positioned
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Fig. 4. A visualisation of the current European office lighting stakeholder network in the levelled value network model. 
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n the fitting level of value and then the role is positioned in the

hase that they are involved in. Finally, the value flows are identi-

ed and visualised. These four steps and the resulting model give

 detailed overview of the stakeholder network, including their in-

olvement over time and relationships in the form of transactions.

ig. 4 shows the resulting levelled value network for office lighting.

.1.1. Identify the stakeholders and their roles 

The stakeholders involved in the office lighting value chain

ere listed. The data from the interviews was used to identify their

oles by means of responsibilities and activities that they perform

ithin the value chain. The stakeholder roles were defined accord-

ng to a set of roles as defined in the Value Flow method [17] .
ome example roles are: customers (who are using or consuming

he value proposition); service providers or goods providers (who

re involved in the production and sales of the value proposition);

nd financiers or regulators (who either influence or are affected

y the new value proposition). The layered value network model

hows the stakeholders roles with corresponding icons as defined

y den Ouden [17] . For example, in the office lighting network the

rchitect is the stakeholder responsible for the final design of the

uilding and, if applicable, the tender document. Their main role is

o provide a service to the customer by combining the customer’s

ishes and the state of the art into a building design; later in the

roject they oversee the construction of the building. The (future)
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building owner is the customer in this case; their role is mainly to

consume the value of the building. 

5.1.2. Position stakeholder roles on a value level 

Next, the stakeholders are positioned into the model according

to the value that they add to the customer in the value network.

For this, the four levels of value from the Value Framework [18] are

implemented in the levelled value network model. The first (inner)

level concerns value for the User. In this particular case, the buyer

and the end-user are not always the same throughout the project.

This level addresses the part of a value proposition that is attrac-

tive to the user. In this case, the (future) building owner can be po-

sitioned on this level. The second level addresses value for the Or-

ganisation. This level focusses on providers of products, service and

information directly to the customers. The architect can be placed

on this level as they work very close with the building owner. The

third level of value addresses value for the Ecosystem. This level

contains communities and non-profit organisations. A consortium

of companies that put effort in standardizing lighting communi-

cation would fit in this level. Society is the highest level in the

model. This level addresses value for society as a whole. All stake-

holders are part of the Society level (including User, Organisations

and Ecosystems). In this case, we can regard role of regulation bod-

ies on a societal level, because they maintain security and safety

for society. 

5.1.3. Define the involvement in phases 

Next, the stakeholders are positioned in the model according

time of involvement. For this step, we have added the timeline

from the DBB method to the Value Framework. In addition, we

added a fourth phase: The Use phase, because of our expectations

that stakeholder stay involved during the use of the lighting sys-

tem rather than until the handover after the Build phase. 

The first phase is the Design phase. It includes all activities

around the initial design of the new system. In this case, the De-

sign phase contains the design of the building and the initial light-

ing design for the building. In the Design phase the client ( building

owner ) retains an architect and a design team of consultant engi-

neers , informed by suppliers , to (re)design a building. The design is

made according to rules set by regulation bodies. In the process, a

financier finances the process. 

The second phase is the Bid phase. A tender is open for bids.

General contractors with a team of subcontractors , informed by sup-

pliers , specify the tender requirements and make an offer. The ar-

chitect and client award the project to one of the general contrac-

tors. 

The Build phase starts once the project is awarded to a con-

tractor that leads subcontractors that perform the construction.

The architect supervises the build. Generally, the light installation

and further commissioning starts after construction, installation of

power distribution and electrical equipment. An electrician orders

components from a supplier and installs all cabling. A lighting de-

signer orders a lighting system and delivers these to the installer

who mounts and connects the luminaires to the power cabling.

Then a commissioning agent commissions the system. They both

use tools and platforms for this process. After the installation, other

building systems like the IT system are installed. Then integration

is realised by an integration specialist . The phase concludes with

certification of the building and the handover to the building owner .

The final phase in the model is the Use phase. The building

owner hires a facility management team to manage the operation

and maintenance of the building. Then space is rent out through

a real-estate agent to tenants . The building is occupied by build-

ing users ; including office workers, cleaning services and secu-

rity personnel. This phase can span a long period time, including

(planned) changes in use, reconfiguration, and modernization. It
nds with a renovation or a new build, which brings us back to

he design phase. 

Some stakeholders (like the building owner) stay involved

hroughout multiple phases and change their role, and thus level

f value. In the model this is visualised by white trails over time.

he width of the trail visualizes the amount of the involvement. 

.1.4. Specify the flows of value 

Finally, the flows of value between stakeholders are visualised

y means of transactions adopted from the Value Flow model [19] .

ransactions can be activities, resources, information or items that

re shared or exchanged between two actors. Arrows show the di-

ection of the flow of the transaction between stakeholders. These

ransactions can be in the form of Goods & Services, Money &

redits, Information and Intangible value. In this step, it is impor-

ant to capture the value that is added by the stakeholder, which

e captured via the stakeholder interviews. 

We can show the value flows from and to the architect during

he Design phase as example. The architect discusses the wishes of

he client (Information) and provides the client with a building de-

ign (Service) in exchange for Money. To inform their design, the

rchitect uses state of the art from suppliers and vendors of com-

onents and systems (Information). The design team of consultants

elp the client and architect by providing them a Service in ex-

hange for Money. Through the modern lighting system, the build-

ng owner provides comfort and well-being, which can be seen as

ntangible value to the building users . 

.2. Identifying potential stakeholder impact on the value network 

This section shows how potential impact on stakeholders in the

etwork can be identified by combining the levelled value net-

ork model and the four perspectives on IoL. This process was

one for each phase separately. We identified potential points of

takeholder impact (visualised by black markers) by systematically

ooking at the potential impacts from the four perspectives. The

omplete analysis of impact on all stakeholders in the four phases

an be found in a report published by the OpenAIS consortium

5] . In this paper, we zoom in on the Use phase as an example.

ig. 5 shows the involved stakeholders from the previous section

nd includes new potential stakeholders and strategies, and poten-

ial points of stakeholder impact. Next we will describe the points

f stakeholder impact according to the four perspectives. 

.2.1. Technology perspective 

From the technology perspective, we know that IP to the end

ode can allow the lighting system to be integrated with the IT

etwork. In this way, responsibilities of facility management (FM)

nd the IT management will be affected by an IP lighting network.

f, for example, one luminaire is not turning on when pressing a

ireless switch, a number of possible causes are possible. It is cru-

ial for systems to be able to accurately diagnose a potential prob-

em to clarify whether it is an IT or an FM problem. Next to this, a

ood structure for cooperation between IT and FM to manage and

perate the lighting system (and all other integrated building sys-

ems) is needed and should be guided by top management. 

As the lighting network will be operating on a low-voltage

ower grid, maintenance will be safer and labour costs might de-

rease, as professionals don’t need certification for working on

igh-voltage systems. 

.2.2. Economy perspective 

The interoperability of components will benefit maintenance as

efective devices can be quickly replaced by devices from any ven-

or. This can reduce downtime of the system. Nowadays, reconfig-

ration of space requires a specialist to re-commission lighting and
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Fig. 5. Potential impacts in the Use phase of an office lighting system that are defined according to the four perspectives on IoL. 
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ontrol. It is expected that smaller reconfiguration of space and

ight will happen more often as opposed to a complete renova-

ion/refurbishment project. This can result in less downtime, sav-

ngs in labour, materials and costs and ensuring continuation of

ent payment to the building owner. Secondly, updates for the net-

ork can be installed over the air, reducing downtime even more. 

Third-party application developers will be introduced to the

takeholder network and will play an important role especially

uring the Use phase. New apps will be developed, deployed and

sed by building users like office workers (to control their light-

ng), FM (to manage the building) and other building facilities like

leaning and security . This app developer will bring the value of

oL to the end users. This can impact traditional money flows as

ell as normally a tenant pays a fixed amount to rent space from

 building owner , but rent for space can be calculated according to

ccupancy data, which allows for more flexible renting. 

For the building owner, IoL can lower cost of ownership: if a

ide range of non-lighting applications can be linked to the light-

ng platform, the number of operation platforms in buildings can

e reduced. Also, because the investment into more sophisticated

ontrols or new lighting setups can be made in the Use phase,

ather than design the Design phase (moves from CAPEX to OPEX).

.2.3. Information perspective 

The data generated by the lighting system can be beneficial for

everal stakeholders in the Use phase. 
As lighting becomes part of the building-wide ecosystem, accu-

ate and real-time energy and usage data can be reported back to

he BMS. This allows FM to calculate energy costs accurately and

orecast future energy costs. Next to this, it allows for immediate

emand reduction when using too much energy. Occupancy data

an give a better insight in how spaces in a building are used,

hich will aid in allocating space amongst tenants to utilize the

uilding optimally. 

Data from the lighting system can be interesting for stakehold-

rs outside the office building. Privacy issues with the office work-

rs should be minimised and therefore be strictly regulated . The

ole of IT providers and security providers will be important. Sharing

ata with the energy provider can greatly affect ener gy distribut-

ng on the power grid (or future smart grid). Data gathered about

ight- and building usage can be interesting for the wider research

ommunity as well. 

Performance data from luminaires and other components of the

ighting system can benefit manufacturers and light designers that

ere involved during the Design phase as it can inform new light-

ng and component designs. 

.2.4. End-user perspective 

When lighting becomes a service, mainly the building occupiers

ill be affected. It will allow building users to create a person-

lised work environment through applications and user interfaces

rovided by app developers . This can stimulate workers to work in

he office, which can result in the building being used longer. For
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the building owner , this has a positive effect on the continuation of

tenants renting space. 

New services and applications developed by app developers

can allow cleaning to optimize their work by providing insights

in which spaces need cleaning. New applications will be valuable

to security , providing them with alerts if movement is detected

after office hours. New services can help maintenance in calcu-

lating MTBF (Mean time between failures) of devices more accu-

rately. This can result in a better understanding of needed replace-

ment/space components, thus decrease downtime of the lighting

system. 

New money flows will be generated as office workers and

building facilities can pay app developers for the use of lighting

control applications. To enable the building users to use third-party

applications FM and/or IT need to explicitly allow users to connect

to the lighting system, for example by providing login credentials. 

6. Discussion 

In the previous sections, we have presented the results of a

study that was conducted to identify perspectives on the impact of

IoL, and we created a layered value network model that can help

in identifying potential impact on stakeholders in the European of-

fice lighting value chain. In this section, we discuss the limitations

of the study. 

The layered value network model was constructed systemat-

ically from related methods and insights from experts. Within

this work we did not apply alternative methods for impact anal-

ysis, and applied the method on one stakeholder value chain only.

Therefore, we cannot guarantee the completeness and the validity

the model. 

The data gathered during the interviews are based on the view-

points of stakeholders currently involved in the European office

lighting value chain. Consequently, the four perspectives that have

been formulated are the result of their point of view. Although we

expect that the perspectives cover the main drivers of change and

potential impacts of the Internet of Lighting, it is possible that due

to the qualitative nature of the study we have missed additional

perspectives or drivers. 

The validity of the model is indirectly addressed because it

proofed to be useful as it brought interesting points of impact on

the European office lighting value chain as a result, moreover we

are planning to validate these points of impact during the installa-

tion of a state of the art lighting system in a real office building.

Therefore, we believe that it is worthwhile to apply the generic

method and layered value network model for analysing impact

of IoT related trends on other application domains as well (e.g.

smart buildings, smart cities, smart grids), especially for stake-

holders within these domains. Compared to alternative value chain

analysis methods, the method presented in this work stands out as

it facilitates analysis (and synthesis) of a stakeholder network with

high ecological validation. 

The four perspectives and layered model presented in this work

are the result of analysing the office lighting domain, and are

therefore tailored to the lighting domain. We expect that the de-

fined impact in this work will have much overlap with impact de-

fined for other “smart” domains, as they are all impacted by the

same IoT trend. For example, the IT to the end node perspective

stresses the importance of a building wide ecosystem, a shared IT

network for all building systems. It should be noted that this result

is not specific to lighting, as this will probably also emerge when

analysing impact on HVAC or building security systems. Similar to

the IP to the end node, we believe that the remaining perspectives

will be applicable for other domains that are impacted by IoT as

well. 
This study has been conducted by design researchers and light-

ng professionals, and it represents design thinking perspectives:

he goal of this study was to identify new opportunities in the of-

ce lighting value chain, with focus on end-user experience. This

nfluenced the choice of related work and models. It is possible

hat from another discipline, for example engineering or manage-

ent science, other models can be appropriated to describe the

mpact of IoL on the office lighting value chain, leading to results

ith a focus on other stakeholder values. 

. Conclusions 

With this work, we have presented four perspectives that help

o get a grip on the impact of the Internet of Lighting (IoL) on

he office lighting value chain. An overview can be found in Fig. 3 .

ith the Technology perspective, we define that the technological

f IP to the end node makes IoL possible and will affect interop-

rability, stimulate IP security, push low-voltage building systems

nd stimulates future IP innovation. IP to the end node allows for

tandardisation , which we approach as an Economy perspective . An

pen standard will increase market acceptance of connected sys-

ems, will create a new competitive environment, allow for flexi-

le building use and will guarantee interoperability of components.

P to the end node also enables Sharing data , which we approach

ith an Information perspective . Sharing data will be key in set-

ing a building-wide ecosystem and makes it possible to combine

ata from multiple buildings. It will catalyse data security and reg-

lations and will definitely inform new designs. The final perspec-

ive emerges from the combination of Standardisation and Shar-

ng Data. The End-user perspective is used to investigate light as

 service . IoL will allow end-users to create their ideal lighting

nvironment, it will play an important role in building manage-

ent, it will optimize building facilities and will allow for new ser-

ices for installation of lighting systems. These four perspectives,

lthough defined from expectations about IoL, can be relevant to

ther stakeholder networks as well. As IoL is closely related to IoT,

e believe that the four perspectives can be used by other stake-

olders that expect to be influenced by the IoT trend. 

We have proposed a new, layered value network model that

an aid in understanding the impact of IoT on a value chain. The

odel is constructed based on three expectations: First, stakehold-

rs will organise themselves in a stakeholder network; Secondly,

ew stakeholders will be introduced to this network and thirdly,

takeholders will stay involved after handing over their product

nd can change their role over time. The model can be populated

y positioning stakeholders according to (1) their involvement in

he design, bid, build or use phase of a building, (2) the value they

ring to the end-user on a user, organisation, ecosystem and soci-

ty level and (3) the relations they have with other stakeholders

efined as value flows. The layered value network model has been

eveloped as an analysis tool to describe the office lighting stake-

older network and potential impact. We demonstrated how the

odel could be useful as a synthesis tool to ideate new stake-

older networks and new value propositions. 

Finally, we demonstrated a method which combines the layered

alue network model with the four perspectives, and that it can be

sed to define a stakeholder network and describe potential points

f impact on a stakeholder level, by presenting the case of the Eu-

opean office lighting value network. (1) At first data was gath-

red by conducting interviews with stakeholders in the value chain

f interest; (2) impact across stakeholders is defined with high-

evel perspectives; (3) the layered value network model is popu-

ated with the stakeholders in the value chain, and (4) the perspec-

ives are used to identify impact on a stakeholder level, within the

odel. This method proofed to be helpful for value chain analysis.

t allows for creation of a broad overview of a stakeholder network,
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he value they bring to the end user, the relations between stake-

olders and potential impact according to high-level perspectives.

t’s completeness and the ecological validation distinct the method

rom alternatives. Although the used value network is one of many

xamples, we believe that this model can be beneficial for a variety

f business environments that are potentially impacted by societal

rends. 

In this study, we have defined several potential points of im-

act in a qualitative way. In future work, we plan to validate the

ndings of this work. A state-of-the-art lighting installation sys-

em, with the OpenAIS architecture, will be installed in an office

uilding. During the design, installation and usage of the lighting

ystem, several points of impact will be evaluated through quanti-

ative and qualitative methods. Before this, a selection of impacts

o be validated will be made, which is dependent on the pilot site

nd the installation process during the installation. It is likely that

his work leads to refinement of the key drivers of change of the

our perspectives on IoL. 
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